Family Fun Home Activities
B2
Week of 5/11/2020
ART
Make your own homemade scale

1.Coat hanger/string/2 cups
2.Poke holes thru the paper cup
3.Put the string thru the holes of the cup
4.Attach the cup to the coat hanger
And have fun measuring things around your house

MATH/SCIENCE
Comparing Weight
Demonstrate how to use the balance or homemade scale. Let children
compare objects and Let children take turns picking two items, predicting
which is heavier, then placing them on the scale. Challenge children to
make the scale balance with objects of equal weight. guess which one is
heavier. Let children take turns picking two items, predicting which is
heavier, then placing them on the scale. Challenge children to make the
scale balance with objects of equal weight.

LETTERS AND LETTER SOUNDS
Letter Sort (“Oo”) and (“Ss”)
Use the Letter Sort Routine to help children distinguish letter shapes and recognize
the shape of the letters “Oo” and “Ss.”

PLAY
Take this opportunity with the weather getting nicer to go outside and take a walk
and see what nature has to offer. Do a treasure hunt where everyone has to find
a certain object
Ex. A rock or a certain color leaf and bring inside and weigh it on your home made scale

READING
www.getepic.com

WRITING
Write the letters O and S upper case and lower case and have the children copy them
on a piece of paper or with soap in the bathtub also they can do this in the dirt or
with chalk.
The weather is getting nice and if possible you can bring the learning outside if
possible

Please send any pictures to
jduran@pw4c.org
Listening
Give children various directions and have them complete making the next a
little more complicated than the first.
Make a game out of it giving them a chance to give the directions and then
you following them.

SECOND STEP:
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